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J/ψ in pp: physics motivations (I)

Need to understand the production mechanism.

Several models:

- CEM: phenomenological, not so predictive;

- CSM: bad x-sect. Fit (ruled out in the ‘90s);

- COM (NRQCD): good x-sect. fit for all quarkonia;

- CSM + s-channel cut: describes polarization data. 
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J/ψ in pp: physics motivations (II)

NRQCD fails

in predicting

polarization

at high PT
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helicity 
frame

CSM+ s-channel cut (NNLO perturbative 

calculation): describes polarization data from

PHENIX at mid-rapidity. Still problems at forward

rapidity.



Muon Spectrometer: Setup
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� Front absorber

� Beam Shield

� Dipole magnet (∫Bdl=3Tm)

� 5 tracking stations (MWPCs with bi-

cathode pad readout): spatial resolution 

below 100 µm in the bending plane,

around 700 µm in the non-bending plane

� Iron wall (muon filter)

� 2 trigger stations (4 planes of RPCs): fast 

response (∼ 2 ns), spatial resolution ∼ 1 cm



Muon Spectrometer: cosmic run

First curved

cosmic muon

event (tracked and 

triggered)

Nice view!
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But we expect

more than 90 

couples of this

tracks per hour

coming from J/ψs

during the first 

run of LHC…!*

*actually this number refers to the trigger rate.



Muon Spectrometer: performances in pp

ALICE-INT-2006-029

Mass 

resolution: 

70 MeV for

the J/ψ, 100 

MeV for the 

Υ
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L =L = 3 3 ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ 10103030 cmcm--22 ss--11

T  = 10T  = 1077 ss



First Analysis

Assuming 340⋅10-3 Hz J/ψ trigger rate low pT at L=3⋅1030 cm-2 s-1 (ALICE-INT-2006-0002), at 

L=2.3⋅1029 cm-2 s-1  we expect: J/ψ trigger rate ~ 26⋅10-3 Hz

Assuming 12% running efficiency (F. Antinori - Physics Forum July 2009) we expect from 104

to 4⋅104 J/ψs in the first 5 months

For 104 J/ψs we expect 100 J/ ψs with pT >11 GeV → Good for differential studies!
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Which measurements can be performed with this statistics?

• J/ψ integrated production cross section

• J/ψ differential cross section 

• J/ψ polarization (integrated over the other kinematical variables?)

CDF Paper based on 889 J/ψ Integrated cross section

Differential cross section dσ/dpT

PHENIX
Differential cross section dσ/dpT, 

dσ/dy
Paper based on 65 J/ψ in µ+µ-

First J/ψ papers



Other LHC experiments

pT
CMS:

• -2.5 < η < 2.5

ATLAS:

� -2.5 < η < 2.5

� mass resolution ~ 50MeV

� prompt J/ψs separated with fit to proper time distribution

� 104 J/ψ for 1pb-1 at √s=10TeV (high pT trig)

� can cover the full cosθ range reaching very high pT
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η
Very 

competitive 

wrt ALICE

LHCb:

� 2 < η < 5.5

� vertex tracking detector (VELO) covering the 

forward region ->very good mass resolution 

σ(M)~ 11MeV

� 2⋅105 J/ψ for 1pb-1 at √s=10TeV (larger acc.)

• -2.5 < η < 2.5

• mass resolution ~ 30MeV

• 2⋅104 J/ψ for 1pb-1 at √s=10TeV (high 

pT trig)



Polarization: basic concepts

The polarization of The polarization of QuarkoniumQuarkonium is gleaned through the analysis of the angular is gleaned through the analysis of the angular 

distribution of daughter particles (e.g. distribution of daughter particles (e.g. μμ++μμ--) which follows the trend:) which follows the trend:

λλλλλλλλ= 1    Transverse = 1    Transverse polarizationpolarization

λλλλλλλλ==--1    Longitudinal polarization1    Longitudinal polarization
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y

z

x

θH
μ+

pproj ptarg

Υ

Helicity

y
z

x

θC-S

μ+

pproj

ptarg

Υ

Collins-Soper Reference frames:

Collins-Soper (CS):

The z-axis is the bisector of the

projectile and - the target in the

quarkonium rest frame.

Helicity (HE):

The z-axis is the direction of the

quarkonium in the CM frame.

λλλλλλλλ==--1    Longitudinal polarization1    Longitudinal polarization



J/psi polarization in pp: acceptances

High S/B: bkg. neglection 3-D acceptance correction: flat y, pT, cosϑ.

The correction has to be made in fiducial regions where the 3D acceptance do not range

over too many orders of magnitude.
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over too many orders of magnitude.



J/ψ polarization in pp@14TeV

Luminosity = 3 1030 cm-2 s-1

time = 107 s

J/ψ = 2.8 106

The number of J/ψ is enough to perform a 

detailed study as a function of pT.

Assuming 200000 reconstructed J/ψ in p-p @ 14 TeV (all the statistics we have)

• 1<pT<4 GeV/c: α = -0.02 ± 0.02

• 4<p <7 GeV/c: α = -0.03 ± 0.04when injecting α=0 we get:
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• 4<pT<7 GeV/c: α = -0.03 ± 0.04

• pT>7 GeV/c: α = -0.03 ± 0.05

when injecting α=0 we get:

α(J/ψ bck subtr)
α(J/ψ + bck)

The background contribution is estimated by:

•Adding CORR+UNCORR bkg to the J/ψ peak;

•Using the MC Templates method* to subtract

it (see the Υ case)

The bias of the α parameter estimation

depends on α itself (in any case not too big)

*Robert J. Cropp, A Measurement of the Polarization of J/psi Mesons Produced in High-Energy pp Collisions, 2000



J/psi polarization in PbPb@5.5A TeV

α(J/ψ bck subtr)
α(J/ψ + bck)

α(J/ψ bck subtr)
α(J/ψ + bck)

Peripheral PbPb: S/B=3.13 Central PbPb: S/B=0.2
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Luminosity = 5 1026 cm-2 s-1

time = 106 s

J/ψ = 133000 (central events)

J/ψ = 21700 (peripheral events)

Total J/ψ= 6.8 105

The number of J/ψ is enough to perform a 

study as a function of centrality. 

Absolute statistical error ~0.05 for all 

centralities (for peripheral, smaller statistics 

compensated by the smaller background)

In this case the Bkg cannot be neglected. New method for extracting polarization



Υ polarization in pp: performances (I)

AnalysisAnalysis mademade on a sample on a sample ofof 27100 27100 Υ

((expectedexpected yieldyield in in pppp @ @ L=3L=3⋅⋅10103030cmcm--22ss--11 in in 

101077 s s ((**))).).

AfterAfter kinematicalkinematical cutscuts wewe havehave

13000 13000 Υ

ElicitàElicità
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pT bin (GeV/c) αgen αrec (HE) αrec (CS)

0 < pT < 20

1 1.09 1.09 ±± 0.110.11 0.96 0.96 ±± 0.100.10

0 0.02 0.02 ±± 0.090.09 0.02 0.02 ±± 0.080.08

-1 --1.04 1.04 ±± 0.050.05 --0.94 0.94 ±± 0.050.05
((**)) ALICE-INT-2006-029

StatisticalStatistical errorerror rangesranges fromfrom

0.05 and 0.110.05 and 0.11

Good agreement between ααgen and ααrec

after acceptance corrections



Υ polarization in pp: performances (II)

pT bin

(GeV/c)
αgen

∆∆∆∆αrec

Υrec dopo tagli 

(#Υgen = 27100)

HE CS HE CS

0 < pT < 3

1 --0.21 0.21 ±± 0.250.25 0.00 0.00 ±± 0.210.21

∼5100 ∼49000 --0.11 0.11 ±± 0.180.18 --0.04 0.04 ±± 0.180.18

-1 --0.02 0.02 ±± 0.130.13 0.06 0.06 ±± 0.130.13

3 < pT < 5

1 --0.05 0.05 ±± 0.160.16 0.12 0.12 ±± 0.250.25

∼5600 ∼47000 0.14 0.14 ±± 0.120.12 0.09 0.09 ±± 0.210.21
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3 < pT < 5 ∼5600 ∼47000 0.14 0.14 ±± 0.120.12 0.09 0.09 ±± 0.210.21

-1 0.100.10±± 0.070.07 0.06 0.06 ±± 0.140.14

5 < pT < 8

1 0.10 0.10 ±± 0.180.18 --0.05 0.05 ±± 0.180.18

∼5100 ∼46000 --0.04 0.04 ±± 0.120.12 0.16 0.16 ±± 0.160.16

-1 --0.14 0.14 ±± 0.080.08 0.12 0.12 ±± 0.100.10

8 < pT < 20

1 0.02 0.02 ±± 0.140.14 0.02 0.02 ±± 0.190.19

∼4000 ∼35000 --0.02 0.02 ±± 0.090.09 --0.25 0.25 ±± 0.120.12

-1 0.01 0.01 ±± 0.040.04 --0.02 0.02 ±± 0.080.08 Good agreement between αgen and αrec

Statistical errors: from 0.03 to 0.19



Υ polar. in PbPb: MC Template Method

1 1 yearyear data data takingtaking

1 1 yearyear data data takingtaking

-0.9<cosθ<-0.8 -0.8<cosθ<-
0.7

-0.7<cosθ<-0.6 -0.6<cosθ<-
0.5

-0.5<cosθ<-0.4 -0.4<cosθ<-0.3 -0.3<cosθ<-0.2 -0.2<cosθ<-0.1 -0.1<cosθ<0

0.4<cosθ<0.50.3<cosθ<0.40.2<cosθ<0.30.1<cosθ<0.20<cosθ<0.1

0.5<cosθ<0.6 0.6<cosθ<0.7 0.7<cosθ<0.8 0.8<cosθ<0.9
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1 1 yearyear data data takingtaking

0.5<cosθ<0.6 0.6<cosθ<0.7 0.7<cosθ<0.8 0.8<cosθ<0.9

•Sample divided in 20 cosϑ bins;

•For each cosϑ bin a mass spectrum is done and fitted;

•The fits allow the evaluation of the bkg. (B) and of the 

signal+bkg (S+B) contributions;

•The values of B and S+B are plotted in a cosϑ spectrum;



Υ polarization in PbPb: performances

-0.4<cosθ<-0.3
(5 yr of data taking, α=-1)
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••The S+B The S+B cosθcosθ spectrum is fitted with a linear spectrum is fitted with a linear 

superposition of two templates (one superposition of two templates (one transverslytransversly

polarized and one longitudinally) plus the polarized and one longitudinally) plus the BkgBkg

contribution;contribution;

••The coefficients of the linear superposition give the The coefficients of the linear superposition give the 

value of α.value of α.



Polarization in PDC09 (pp @10TeV)

Simulation done using

AliGenMUONCocktailpp:

-Pythia mBias

-5 resonances

-Open heavy flavors.
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In particular 3 productions with polarized quarkonia:

- LHC09a11:   αJ/ψ=   0.3,  αψ’= 0.3,  αΥ=0.,   αΥ’=1.,  αΥ’’=0.

- LHC09a12:   αJ/ψ= -0.3,  αψ’=-0.3,  αΥ=0.,   αΥ’=1.,  αΥ’’=0.

- LHC09a13:   αJ/ψ=  0.,     αψ’=  0.,    αΥ=0.,  αΥ’=1.,  αΥ’’=0.

-Open heavy flavors.

The polarization is given

using AliDecayerPolarized. 

It can be set with different

values to each resonance. 

Only the cosϑ spectrum

can be changed (until

now).



Polarization analysis from PDC09

Flat J/ψ production 

(1.2 Mevts)

PDC09 Data (a11)

CFContainer for

acceptance

CFContainer for

data

Corrected

data

All the work done through

AliAnalysisTaskMuonCFPolar.{cxx,h}, 

inside the analysis train

The 3D acceptance correction (y, pT and 

cosϑ - 2D and 4D are possible) is made
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αgen = 0.3

α = 0.44 ± 0.04

cosϑ - 2D and 4D are possible) is made

in fiducial regions chosen in order to

hace acceptance not rangin on too

many orders of magnitude.

Discrepancy:

due to B -> J/ψ + X ?

UNDER STUDY.



Conclusions and Ongoings

The muon spectrometer of the ALICE experiment is ready to take data – cosmic  runs show 

good performances of the entire detector.

The first J/ψ paper could be done using statistics of 104 events (less than 5 monts of data 

taking) allowing the study of integrated and differential (dσ/dpT, dσ/dy) cross sections and 

(maybe) an integrated over pT value of polarization.

Conclusions
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The polarization analysis can be done both in pp and PbPb. The bkg contribution has been

studied and, at least in the second case, a bkg-subtraction strategy has to be implemented.

A first look to PDC09 data gives encouraging results.

Full analysis of PDC09 data (polarization & pT/y spectra)

Study of B→J/ψ+X contribution to the cosϑ spectrum

Coming next



Backup Slides



Muon spectrometer parameters (I)
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Muon spectrometer parameters (II)
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Production mechanism
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The LHCb Detector
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The ATLAS Detector
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The CMS Detector
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•• SignalSignal: : Υ(1S),  (1S),  Υ(2S) and (2S) and Υ(3S) samples (3S) samples 

generated with generated with AliGenParamAliGenParam and and 

reconstructed with fullreconstructed with full--simulation. simulation. 

Generation done with several degrees of Generation done with several degrees of 

polarization: polarization: --1, 1, --0.5, 0, 0.5, 1. 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1. 

•• Correlated BackgroundCorrelated Background: generated with : generated with 

PythiaPythia by by RachidRachid GuernaneGuernane* and * and 

reconstructed with fast simulationreconstructed with fast simulation

5 5 yearsyears data data takingtaking

Preparing Data Samples (I)

reconstructed with fast simulationreconstructed with fast simulation

•• Uncorrelated BackgroundUncorrelated Background: generated  : generated  

through through parametrizationparametrization and reconstructed and reconstructed 

with the fast simulation approach (see with the fast simulation approach (see 

$ALICE_ROOT/FASTSIM/$ALICE_ROOT/FASTSIM/uncorrBg.CuncorrBg.C))

1, 3 and 5 years of data taking have been considered1, 3 and 5 years of data taking have been considered (L=(L= 55⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅10102626 cmcm--22 ss--11))

*ALICE-INT-2005-018 version 1.0

π and Κ contribution to background π and Κ contribution to background 

negligible in 8negligible in 8--12 GeV mass region12 GeV mass region

bbbb→B→B00BB+++X →D+X →D+  +  μμ-- ννμμ + D+ D00 μμ+ + ννμμ → → μμ+ + μμ-- ννμμ + + μμ-- μμ+ + ννμμ + + XX

cc→Dcc→D+  +  + D+ D00 + X→ + X→ μμ+ + μμ-- + + XX

bb bb –– cc cc –– bcbc contributionscontributions
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The relative weights of correlated and The relative weights of correlated and 

uncorrelated uncorrelated bkgsbkgs have been taken from have been taken from 

SmbatSmbat Grigoryan’sGrigoryan’s work, published in work, published in 

PPRPPR--Vol.2Vol.2

The contribution of each type of The contribution of each type of bkgbkg is is 

different in the 5 centrality classes: 5 different in the 5 centrality classes: 5 

different data samples have been different data samples have been 

We did all the work We did all the work 

integrating over the impact integrating over the impact 

parameter, but in the future parameter, but in the future 

a study of the centrality a study of the centrality 

dependence of the dependence of the αα

parameterparameter couldcould bebe donedone

usingusing the the samesame generatedgenerated

Preparing Data Samples (II)

1 1 yearyear data data takingtaking 1 1 yearyear data data takingtaking 1 1 yearyear data data takingtaking

different data samples have been different data samples have been 

prepared for each polarizationprepared for each polarization

usingusing the the samesame generatedgenerated

datadata
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WithWith the the samesame numbernumber ofof

reconstructedreconstructed eventsevents the the 

errorerror onon α increasesincreases whilewhile

α enhances..

same number of events

Angular distribution fit: error on α

In the Least Squares
fitting method if
f(x) = p0⋅⋅⋅⋅(1+α⋅⋅⋅⋅x2)
then for p0 large

σα ∝ 1/p∝ 1/p∝ 1/p∝ 1/p0000
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In peripheral In peripheral coscosθθ bins we sometimes underestimate the background contribution:bins we sometimes underestimate the background contribution:

Bias on high values of α

Central cosθ bins: Central cosθ bins: the Bkg shape the Bkg shape 

seems to be perfectly exponential seems to be perfectly exponential --> > 

the contribution is well estimatedthe contribution is well estimated

Edges of the Edges of the cosθcosθ distribution:distribution: the the 

BkgBkg shape is not exponential shape is not exponential --> the > the 

contribution is underestimatedcontribution is underestimated

The spectrum shape is widerThe spectrum shape is wider

αα is biggeris bigger

Only for high values of α because in that Only for high values of α because in that 

case the shape of the case the shape of the coscosθθ depends depends 

more directly on the behaviour of the more directly on the behaviour of the 

most peripheral binsmost peripheral bins
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Template fit to the cosθ spectrum done with MINUIT minimizing the quantity: Template fit to the cosθ spectrum done with MINUIT minimizing the quantity: 

where:where:

Fit of the cosϑ spectrum: minimization

The formula is correct when The formula is correct when signal+backgroundsignal+background

and background errors are both and background errors are both poissonianpoissonian..

We suppose background errors to be We suppose background errors to be poissonianpoissonian: : 

not completely correct because not obtained from not completely correct because not obtained from 

an event counting technique.an event counting technique.

T. Devlin, T. Devlin, Correlations from Systematic Corrections to PoissonCorrelations from Systematic Corrections to Poisson--Distributed Data in Distributed Data in 

LogLog--Likelihood FunctionsLikelihood Functions, CDF public note CDF/DOC/JET/PUBLIC/3126 (1995), CDF public note CDF/DOC/JET/PUBLIC/3126 (1995)
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α α α α = 0

α = 1α = 1α = 1α = 1

2

αα=1=1 Transverse polarizationTransverse polarization

α=α=--1    Longitudinal polarization1    Longitudinal polarization

The polarization of The polarization of QuarkoniumQuarkonium is gleaned through the analysis of the angularis gleaned through the analysis of the angular

distribution of daughter particles (e.g. distribution of daughter particles (e.g. μμ++μμ--) which follows the trend:) which follows the trend:

How to study polarization

α α α α = -1
α=α=--1    Longitudinal polarization1    Longitudinal polarization

y

z

x θH

μ+

pproj ptarg

Υ

TThehe angular distribution is usually analyzed in the angular distribution is usually analyzed in the Υ C.M. C.M. 

frame. frame. PPolarizationolarization angle defined as the angle between angle defined as the angle between μμ++

momentum and a “polarization axis” which can be chosen momentum and a “polarization axis” which can be chosen 

in different ways.in different ways.

WeWe use the use the helicityhelicity (HE) reference frame, in which the z(HE) reference frame, in which the z--axis axis 

is the direction of the is the direction of the Υ  momentum in the pmomentum in the p--p C.M. frame.p C.M. frame.
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